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Salentica CRM supports a high-touch client service culture at Bay Area firm with a rich history  

With a rich history of over 50 years, Bailard has developed expertise in serving institutional 
investors, from pension funds and endowments to foundations and family offices, as well 
as private clients, from entrepreneurs and corporate executives to individuals planning  
for or enjoying retirement.

As a majority employee-owned firm, Bailard prides itself on its culture —transparent, 
caring, thoughtful, and accessible, grounded in accountability and independence— 
which extends to its approach to advising clients and managing their assets.

As part of that culture, Bailard provides a high-touch service experience. “We are firm 
believers in financial education and diversification,” says Steve Hibshman, SVP Operations 
and Technology. “Some of our investment counselors have been with us for more than  
25 years and still have the same client relationships, so we need to maintain that high-
touch service as we grow.”

Bailard

CASE STUDY

Profile

• Client: Bailard
• Location: Silicon Valley and  

San Francisco
• Description: Institutional asset  

manager and wealth advisory firm
• AUM: $3.9 billion*  

(As of September 30, 2018)
• Implementation year: 2016

Background

• Founded over 50 years ago Bailard 
has developed expertise in serving 
institutional investors and wealth 
management clients

• Seeking to consolidate their technology 
platform into a cloud environment

• Looking to replace their antiquated CRM 
with a comprehensive, easy to use system

Solution

• Salentica CRM

Benefits

 3 User friendly, intuitive repository for all 
client information and interactions

 3 Cloud-based environment, strong 
integrations with Microsoft® Office

 3 Strong service team to support 
implementation and ongoing 
maintenance

“Through our unique feature set requirements, we narrowed the list 

down to a small number. We ended up selecting Salentica because 

it clearly was the best choice for our needs, particularly for its 

comprehensive search functionality and ability to integrate with our 

portfolio management and reporting system.” 

Erin Randolph, VP Marketing, Communications and Client Service, Bailard
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Scalable CRM with a strong industry focus

For Bailard, technology is critical in enabling the firm’s client 
service team to deliver on that cultural and service promise.  
As part of that strategy, Bailard embarked recently on a firm-wide 
project to replace its legacy CRM with a more comprehensive, 
user-friendly and flexible system.

“We looked at literally dozens of systems in this process, with 
focused criteria that the new CRM needed to be easy to use and 
could scale with our growth,” said Erin Randolph, VP Marketing, 
Communications and Client Service.  “Through our unique feature 
set requirements, we narrowed the list down to a small number. 
We ended up selecting SS&C Salentica because it clearly was  
the best choice for our needs, particularly for its comprehensive 
search functionality and ability to integrate with our portfolio 
management and reporting system.”

Because Bailard has multiple offices, an additional core 
requirement was a cloud-based environment. “We have over  
60 employees and two business lines – institutional and wealth 
management – so any systems we use need to have a strong 
industry focus, comprehensive functionality and are built on  
the latest system architectures,” Steve noted.

What especially delighted both Steve and Erin was the 
implementation support and training they received from 
Salentica. “The implementation team was great,” said Erin.  
“We could literally make changes on the fly with them on  
the phone, so it went as smoothly as possible.  They truly 
understood what we wanted to do and were very helpful.”

Automated workflows streamline processes

A key advantage of the Salentica platform is the ability to create 
automated workflows for standardized tasks such as client 
onboarding and account openings.  Since the implementation, 
Bailard has created more than 10 workflows. “We are leveraging 
the many workflows in Salentica to better streamline some of our 
processes,” Erin notes. The firm has also taken advantage of 
Salentica’s management reporting capability to create custom 
reports on new accounts and the sales pipeline. Bailard’s CRM 
roadmap calls for building on Salentica to create business  
analytics and advanced reporting, and integrating the platform 
with the firm’s content management system to further  
automate client communications.  

Bailard grew to $3.9 billion in assets on the strength of its  
“right-by-our-clients” philosophy. With Salentica CRM,  
the firm now has the technology platform to sustain its  
approach into the future.

“The implementation team was great. We could 

literally make changes on the fly with them on  

the phone, so it went as smoothly as possible.  

They truly understood what we wanted to do  

and were very helpful.”
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